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ASTR398B Black Holes (Spring 2017) 
Prof. Chris Reynolds 

Class 18 : 
Active Galactic Nuclei 

RECAP 
n  Quasars 

l  Story of how the early radio sources were localized 
l  3C273 and other quasi-stellar radio sources 
l  Basic properties… 

§  Luminous (1039W) è source of energy must be efficient 
§  Variable (hour-to-hour) è source of energy is small 
§  Both conditions satisfied by black hole accretion 

l  Eddington Luminosity limit 
§  Black hole must be sufficiently massive for it’s gravity to 

“hold the source together” despite radiation pressure 
§  For 3C273, implies M>108Msun 
§  So, supermassive black hole accretion  
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This class 

n  Active Galactic Nuclei more broadly… 
l  Are quasars AGN? 
l  How do we recognize an AGN? 
l  The appearance of AGN in different parts of 

the spectrum… we’ll come across 
§  Jets 
§  Accretion disk 
§  Disk Coronae 

I : Definition of an AGN 
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II : AGN and quasars 

n  Basic question… 
l  Last time, we discussed the arguments for why 

quasars like 3C273 are accreting supermassive 
black holes… 

l  … but are we really sure that they are AGN? 

n  This point was actively debated as recently 
as the 1990s 
l  Remaining doubt was put to rest by the Hubble 

Space Telescope. 

The galaxy around 3C273… 
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Chandra-optical composite 

X-ray (Chandra)+HST 
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III : What do AGN look like? 
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3C273 

3C405 
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4/4/17 Bunclub 15 

Jennison &  
Das Gupta (1953) 

3C405 / Cygnus A 
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Centaurus A 

3C296 
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III.A : Radio… 

n  Radio emission dominated by jets 
l  Jets are tightly focused flows of energetic matter from 

immediate environment of supermassive black hole 
l  Jet flows have relativistic velocities… 

§  Speeds up to ϒ=10-20  (>0.99c) 
§  Accelerated to these speeds close to black hole 

n  BUT, not all AGN have jets 
l  Radio-loud AGN (10%) : Have jets and are radio bright 
l  Radio-quiet AGN (90%) : No obvious jets and radio dim 

n  Remarkable example is Cygnus A / 3C405… the 
brightest radio source in the sky! 
 

III.B : Optical/UV 

n  Optical/UV emission dominated by accretion disk 
l  Emission is “black body” 
l  i.e. disk is glowing just because it is hot and dense 

n  Comparison of stellar-mass black holes and AGN 
l  Stellar mass BHs… disk is T~107K, glows in X-rays 
l  AGN… disk is T~105K, glows in optical/UV 
l  Why are AGN cooler?    
l  [Discussion on board] 

n  Sometimes, also get optical emission from jet 
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NGC 3783 

20th April 2011 Friends of KITP Chalk 
Talk 
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M87 
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20th April 2011 Friends of KITP Chalk 
Talk 
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III.C : X-rays 

n  Digression/Discussion : How hot is the surface 
(photosphere) of the Sun?  Does the Sun 
produce X-rays? 
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n  Almost all AGN are X-ray sources! 
n  X-rays originate from a “corona” associated 

with the accretion disk 
l  Corona is very hot, T>109K 
l  Shape and size of corona is still unknown 
l  Energy probably carried from disk into corona by 

magnetic fields 
l  More about this later! 

n  In radio-loud AGN, some of the X-rays may 
come from the jet 

The Chandra X-ray Observatory Deep Field (South) 


